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HEADING 1: Use This Style For Level One Headings ↓ 

1. INTRODUTION 

Paragraph: use this for the first paragraph in a section, or to continue after an extract. 

New paragraph: use this style when you need to begin a new paragraph. 

Display quotations of over 40 words, or as needed. 

• For bulleted lists 

1) For numbered lists 
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HEADING 2: use this style for level two headings  ↓ 

1.1. POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION (POE) 

 

HEADING 3: create the heading in italics. ↓ 

1.1.1. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 

HEADING 4: create the heading in italics. ↓ 

1.1.1.1. OBSERVATIONS 
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APPENDICES (if applicable)  
 
A writer places in the appendices additional information that supports or illustrates points in the 
paper. Items in the appendices allow the reader to go deeper or gain a clearer view of what is being 
said in the main text.  
Appendices are important but they are not a “dumping ground.” For example, not all data goes in the 
appendices; however, a log of data sets may be appropriate. Not all student work would be placed in 
the appendices, but a sample that clarifies an assignment would be appropriate. List each appendix 
as “APPENDIX A,” “APPENDIX B,” etc.  
Possible inclusions in the appendices include:  

• a log of data sets or specific items from a data set;  
• assessments;  
• surveys, questionnaires, and interview questions;  
• letters home (including how you gained permissions);  
• lesson plans;  
• artifacts.  

 
 

REFERENCES (English) (mandatory) (11pt Times New Roman/Cambria) 
All references used for the study should be cited in accordance with APA style 
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples.  
The parenthetical citation must be given in content (you can give number with correspondence to 
the reference number in square bracket like [1]). Plagiarism is not only legally and ethically wrong; 
it cheapens the quality of your journey.   
 
 Some examples of APA style citation given below, more examples can be find on above link↓ 
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6. Chapter in an Edited Book/Ebook References 

 
 

7. Blog Post and Blog Comment References 
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9. Artwork References 

 
 

10. Film and Television References 

 
 
GUIDELINES FOR TABLES AND FIGURES  
 

➢ Do not restate all the information from tables/figures in the text of the paper -Tables/figures 
should not be used to highlight what has already been said in the paper  

➢ Tables or graphs?  
– Use tables to present detailed, important data  
– Use graphs to show trends in data  
➢ A common and simple table format is used in most of the tables on these pages. It 

includes a thin straight border under the title and heading cells and under the main 
body of data. There is usually no need for vertical borders. Often, the title is in bold. 
Putting the headings in bold is advised only if they are very short headings, and not if 
it is inconsistent with the format for other tables in the report. 

➢ Refer to all the tables/figures in the text  
– Point out the relevant part(s) of a table/figure when referring to it  
– Refer to tables/figures with their numbers (e.g., Table 1); do not refer to their location (like 
“in the table below”)  

 

https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples/newspaper-article-references
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples/artwork-references
https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references/examples/film-television-references
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TABLES  
 

• Use tables to present data that is detailed and that is important  
•  Tables are “expensive” in terms of space requirements and formatting demands  
• Each table needs a concise title of no more than one sentence, placed above the table with the 

table number. The legend and footnotes should be placed below the table. Footnotes may be 
used to explain abbreviations.  

• Consider using text instead of tables if data is:  
– Not detailed: One or two sentences can be used to describe the data  
– Not important: The entire data does not need to be presented; instead, a summary can    be 
given in text  

Sample of a “Table” 
 
Table 1: Tests of Normality for age, body mass index, level of education and level of 
happiness 

Variable Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

Age .120 120 .000 .942 120 .000 

Body Mass Index .161 120 .000 .936 120 .000 

Level of education (in years) .204 120 .000 .940 120 .000 

 
 
FIGURES  
 

• Clarity: Make sure that all the parts of the figure are clear and legible at the figure size you 
have used.   

• Figure number and title appear below the figure.  
• Completeness:  

– Label the important parts of schematic diagrams  
– Insert scale in images and maps  


